clinical chemistry
With the fully automated Technicon® SMA®12/Jr system, smaller labs in group practices can now generate a twelve test profile for each patient at hardly more than the cost of one or two chemistries done manually. The SMA 12/Jr is specifically engineered to do more, at less cost, for physician groups with small labs.

Experience shows that an SMA 12/Jr pays for itself if a lab performs tests or profiles for as few as ten patients daily, twenty-one days a month. If the lab has a larger workload, costs fall precipitously and profits increase significantly.

The extra chemistries do extra screening, yield greater insight into problems, alert physicians to abnormalities early, become a baseline for future profiles. Patients benefit too. The convenience of having the SMA 12/Jr in your own laboratory saves patients trips to larger labs for procedures that you can do as accurately, efficiently, and economically.

With a metered rental plan your lab gets all supplies and services on the SMA 12/Jr free. If your group makes frequent use of specific organ testing, another system, the SMA®6/60, offers a battery of six tests and can serve several physicians at one time.

We’ll be pleased to send you full details about either system. Simply write Department 181.

Technicon Instruments Corporation
Tarrytown, New York 10591
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... It is the aim and object of this Association to raise the level at which chemistry is practiced in the clinical laboratory; to stimulate the development of new chemical methods ...; to encourage highly trained chemists to enter the field ...; to encourage those engaged in the field to pursue advanced studies ...; and to create and maintain a forum where chemists engaged in applying the science of clinical chemistry may exchange ideas and information ...—From Article II, Revised Constitution.
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TEST ONE OR MANY "PRECISELY"

"WITH THE NEW 2 BY 5 WELL PLATE FROM MELOY"

2 X 5 WELL RADIAL IMMUNODIFFUSION
KITS ARE AVAILABLE FOR: IgG • IgA • IgM • IgD
• IgE • C3 • C4 • C5 • LOW LEVEL IgG, IgA, IgM
• ALPHA-1-ANTITRYPSIN • ALPHA-2-MACROGLOBULIN
• TRANSFERRIN • CERULOPLASMIN • ALBUMIN.

MELOY BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS DIVISION

6715 Electronic Drive, Springfield, Virginia 22151
(703) 354-2600 - Telex 899-440
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